
Talent One

I am looking for the perfect candidate



45 days and recruit five new
employees per month.”

“Leadership wants me to spend

“Recruiters on my team are now
expected to contact all candidates
referred by an employee.”

“Job boards are expensive and 
even with advanced search tools 
net few qualified candidates.”

“My hiring teams have difficulty

must-have versus nice-to-have.”



“Our recruiters are extremely

manage the workload.”

“Business leadership wants to
hear from us on workforce
planning and candidate supply.”

ahead of need in order to reduce 

OFCCP rules, including those 
that define internet candidates.”



What is Intelligent Resume Indexing and Search (IRiS)?

(company website submissions)

Talent Marketplace:
leverages easy-to-use Craigslist interface

Candidate Map Navigator:
pushpin maps & heatmaps with links to resumes

Recruiter Alerts:

(+200 global job boards)



All job board and applicant tracking systems search either
by looking for all words, any words or boolean strings

All words? Monster fails, because a single resume would need all 26 concepts
Any words? Any resume with any concept — term “web”  returns thousands
Boolean? Would be impossible to nest and create string for 26 concepts

Simply put — find as many of the 26 concepts as possible
Concept terms found together, e.g. “design user interfaces” carry more weight

Finding more of the 26 concepts is more important than total terms found



great candidates within hours.”

about the core skills we are seeking.”

“I am making my monthly goal and

“Our division leaders are not only
impressed with the candidates, but

“I spend more of my day talking
to candidates and less trying to
search for the right candidates.”



“IRiS is a secret weapon for my team. 

people can log into Monster. All 
resumes scoring between 90 and 100 

That’s how confident we are in IRiS.

I worked with Infornau cs on resume 

producing monthly hires to this day. 



High Tech Skill Inventories
We have twenty years experience in the IT 
industry and have created hundreds of IT job 

Applicant Tracking Systems

system needs and evaluate current applicant 
tracking technologies.

Workforce planning services include assessing 
new markets before company expansion, heat 
mapping and talent supply/demand issues.

a specific market, prior to a company event and 
send special access invites to VIP candidates.

sample
Below are sample resume high 

tech feeds we have created:

.Net Developer

Account Technician

Digital Traffic Engineer

Enterprise Architect

Exchange Consultant

Infrastructure Manager 

Mobile Technology Developer

OEM Program Manager

Online Advertising Operations

Operating System Engineer

Partner Account Manager

Platform Strategy Consultant

Product Evangelist

Product Planning

Professional Services

Sales Engineer

Sharepoint Developer

Social Computing Consultant

Software Development Engineer

SQL Server DBA

Support Escalation Engineer

Technical Writer

User Experience

Visual Studio Support



profile
Infornautic’s breadth of technical 

skills and depth of industry 

knowledge make us uniquely 

qualified to understand business 

needs and map those needs to IT 

deliverables.

Our focus is to respect the past, 

while embracing the future — 

designing sustainable, flexible 

solutions that not only exceed 

expectations today, but add value 

long into the future.

With over 20 years of IT experience 

and deployed solutions in most 

industries, Infornautic is a leader in 

providing strategic services to the 

Fortune 500 and never failing to 

achieve a significant return on 

investment for services provided.

Our references include Microsoft, 

Intel and PricewaterhouseCoopers.

Not just knowledge. Know how.


